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ABSTRACT 
Magnetic fields play a very important role in the dynamics of plasmas. Through interactions with the ions 
and electrons within plasmas, their behaviour and evolution can be drastically influenced. It is the Zeeman 
effect that is responsible for the splitting of radiative lines observed. Zeeman spectroscopy is a tool used for 
the diagnosis of these magnetic fields within plasmas when the extent of this line splitting is observable. 
Aluminium is chosen as an element to model as it is easy to place within a pinch plasma. It is also relatively 
easy to ionise Aluminium into being Hydrogen-like within the conditions of pinch plasmas. The calculation 
of Lyman Alpha and Lyman Beta spectral lineshapes for a Hydrogen-like Aluminium plasma is presented 
from a fundamental standpoint. The Stark and Zeeman effects are explored and modelled. Modelling of the 
former is aided by an adapted version of the APEX code by R. Lee in order to calculate the probability 
distribution of electric fields around a radiator ion in the plasma. Both effects are calculated together as a 
quantum perturbation to the  = 1, 2, 3 atomic energy levels including fine structure. The lineshapes 
resulting from this calculation are compared with H-Line’s models (a code also by R. Lee) and shown to be 
significantly more detailed, including visible Zeeman splitting for test external magnetic fields of  = 100	
 
and  = 1000	
. Natural and Doppler broadening are also modelled. These extra broadening effects (in 
particular Doppler) are shown to be destructive to discernable lineshape detail, largely preventing magnetic 
field diagnosis through Zeeman spectroscopy. Lastly, Lyman Alpha and Lyman Beta are modelled for 
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1. INTRODUCTION 
Within this section, we discuss the relevance of the work to the bigger picture. Several magnetised plasma 
structures found in nature are discussed to put magnetic field diagnosis into context in astrophysical 
observations. Furthermore, Imperial College London’s own Z-Pinch laboratory is discussed with focus on 
the kind of plasmas generated, their features and instabilities and the research interests of the group 
within Z-Pinch plasmas. X-Pinch plasmas are also discussed to some detail as they provide richer features 
than those provided by Z-Pinch plasmas. Finally, concepts of magnetic field diagnosis in research are 
discussed and linked to the work presented here.  
1.1. Natural, Magnetised Plasma Structures 
Over 99% of the visible Universe is comprised of plasmas. Astrophysical plasmas are naturally-occurring and 
are found everywhere. The closest significant astrophysical plasma to the Earth is our star, the Sun. The 
Sun’s corona is greatly governed by the magnetic fields present within it. These magnetic fields are largely 
generated by the movement of plasma ions and electrons in the photosphere, generating extremely high 
currents, which in turn generate strong magnetic fields. The magnetic flux protrudes out of the 
photosphere, through the chromosphere and into the corona. This protrusion exposes the photosphere 
where the magnetic loop exists, which is seen as a sunspot due to the contrasting temperature between 
the photosphere and the much hotter corona. Though the photosphere is dominated by plasma pressure, 
sunspots are dominated by magnetic pressure, as is defined by the plasma Beta, 
  = 	  	⁄  , (1) 
where the numerator represents the plasma pressure and the denominator represents the magnetic 
pressure. In the photosphere, the plasma Beta is > 1, whereas in a sunspot, the plasma Beta is < 1 (see 
reference [1]). As the magnetic flux cuts through the chromosphere, sometimes plasma from the 
chromosphere is transferred to the magnetic loop, which is then accelerated along. Magnetic loops with 
plasma accelerated within them are known as coronal loops and the mechanism by which plasma from the 
chromosphere is injected into some magnetic loops is not yet fully understood. Figure 1 shows several 
coronal loops in the Sun. 
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Figure 1. Image of coronal loops in the Sun taken by NASA’s TRACE satellite in the UV region of the spectrum. For image 
source, see reference [2]. 
It is known that the corona (the Sun’s atmosphere) is much hotter than the photosphere (the Sun’s 
surface). The exact physics of why this is are also not yet fully understood. It is theorised however, that this 
heating mechanism is due to nanoflares. Solar flares, or Coronal Mass Ejections (CMEs) are a common 
phenomenon and these are generated by open coronal loops in the form of magnetic flux ropes, which 
push out very large masses of plasma. There are two theorised models for the coronal heating by flares – 
the heating and transporting of hot plasma from the photosphere and chromosphere into the corona. Both 
of these models are contingent on magnetic reconnection – the reconnecting of otherwise open or 
different magnetic field lines (see references [3] and [4]). The first is known as the Breakout Model. In this 
model, smaller coronal loops containing prominences are present underneath a much larger magnetic or 
coronal loop. The larger loop reconnects with one of the small coronal loops underneath it and this 
reconnection pushes the plasma within the prominence outward, into the corona. The second is known as 
the Tether-Cutter Model, whereby the prominence is contained within a coronal loop and is pushed 
outward into the corona by successive reconnections of magnetic field lines within the coronal loop itself, 
underneath the prominence.  
Solar flares and the solar wind are therefore highly magnetised plasma structures. The dynamics of the 
plasma ensemble that is the Sun would not be present were it not for the magnetic fields generated. It is 
therefore without question that magnetic fields present within these plasmas play a critical role in their 
behaviour and thus, the phenomena we observe.  
Magnetised plasma structures in nature are not only confined to stars. A significant part of the charged 
particles from the solar wind get trapped in the Earth’s magnetic field as they come into contact with it. As 
the solar wind hits the Earth’s magnetic field, the field is compressed on this side (forming the 
magnetopause – the boundary between the solar wind and the Earth’s magnetic field) and elongated on 
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the opposite side of the Earth (forming the magnetotail). During the solar wind’s contact with the Earth’s 
magnetic field however, magnetic field lines between the solar wind and the Earth’s can reconnect. This 
reconnection forces charged particles from the solar wind to flow into the Earth’s magnetic field. These 
charged particles flow up and down the Earth’s magnetic field lines. Particles whose velocities are 
sufficiently high approach the Earth’s poles where they excite and ionise Nitrogen and Oxygen atoms in the 
atmosphere to produce aurorae. A large part of these do not have sufficient velocity to approach the 
Earth’s poles and are instead mirrored back and forth between the poles, accounting for the magnetic 
mirror effect. These charged particles from the solar wind are hence trapped within the Earth’s magnetic 
field, forming what is known as the Van Allen Radiation Belts (see reference [5]). The radiation belts are 
another example of natural, magnetised plasma structures, which are entirely dependent on the magnetic 
fields that form them. In order to be able to understand and simulate the conditions within these plasma 
structures, it is therefore crucial to know the magnetic fields that are involved.  
1.2. MAGPIE and Z-Pinch Plasmas 
The Mega Ampere Generator for Plasma Implosion Experiments (MAGPIE) at Imperial College London is 
used to carry out Z-Pinch plasma implosion experiments (see reference [6]). MAGPIE is a pulsed power 
generator capable of TeraWatt order of power generation. Through the use of four Marx banks of 100	, 
each to provide the load current, the MAGPIE generator is able to produce a current of around 1.4	. This 
massive load current is transmitted through the wire array in the Z-Pinch in a very short pulse time of 
around 65	. Figure 2 shows the MAGPIE wire array.  
 
Figure 2. MAGPIE wire array assembly where the load current is passed through for plasma implosion. For image 
source, see reference [6]. 
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Due to the fast-rising nature of the load current, the wires in the array are quickly vapourised, creating a 
plasma. At this instant, the plasma is in filaments. However, as the plasma filaments are conducting a very 
large current, they each generate a strong magnetic field, which then plays a crucial role in the dynamics. 
The Lorentz force is responsible for the strong force that pulls the plasma filaments together into the 
central axis. This implosion of the plasma is in the order of hundreds of kilometres per second. The kinetic 
energy of the plasma as it implodes is converted into thermal energy leading to a very high density (of 
around 10	/) and temperature (of around 1	 ) as well as causing the magnetic flux density to 
rise sharply (due to the significantly smaller volume in which the magnetic field exists). Figure 3 shows the 
plasma filements imploding due to the strong magnetic field.  
 
Figure 3. Plasma filements with the load current passing through them leading to a magnetic Lorentz force into the 
central axis. For image source, see reference [6].  
Z-Pinch plasmas are also susceptible to magnetohydrodynamic (MHD) instabilities. As the magnetic force 
pulls the plasma inward, the force due to plasma pressure pushes the plasma outward. It is only when,  
 !" = #$% , (2) 
that there is steady state confinement, where !" is the force due to plasma pressure and #$% is the 
magnetic force. If the forces do not balance, MHD instabilities may develop due to positive feedback from 
the difference. The first of these instabilities is the  = 0 sausage mode. The  = 0 instability is caused by 
a small perturbation in the radius of the plasma. This creates a neck at the perturbation, surrounded by 
bulges on either side as a result. Figure 4 shows the effect of the instability on the plasma.  
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Figure 4. Z-Pinch plasma undergoing an  = 0 sausage mode instability. For image source, see reference [7]. 
As at the neck the radius is smaller, the magnetic flux density increases thereby increasing the magnetic 
force at the neck even further (producing larger magnetic pressure and tension). Conversely, the bulges 
have a larger radius thus the magnetic flux density decreases, decreasing the magnetic force at the bulges. 
This is a runaway effect – it starts off as a small perturbation and leads to the plasma pinching at the neck 
and expanding outward at the bulges, destroying its original structure.  
Another MHD instability that occurs in Z-Pinch plasmas is the  = 1 kink mode. The  = 1 instability is 
caused by a small perturbation on one side of the plasma, producing a net displacement in that section. 
This effectively creates a kink in the original cylindrical structure of the plasma. Figure 5 shows the effect of 
the instability on the plasma. 
 
Figure 5. Z-Pinch plasma undergoing an  = 1 kink mode instability. For image source, see reference [7]. 
Due to one side of the plasma being compressed, the magnetic flux density increases there. This further 
increases the magnetic pressure and tension. Conversely on the other side, the magnetic flux density (and 
thus the magnetic pressure and tension) decrease. This creates another runaway effect in which the helix 
expands and further displaces the section of the plasma, entirely destroying its original structure.  
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In order to prevent the positive feedback of the  = 0 and  = 1 instabilities, a magnetic field is added up 
the z-axis, &'. In the  = 0 instability, the magnetic pressure from the &' field resists the magnetic 
pressure from the &( field, which is pinching the plasma at the neck. Therefore if the magnetic pressure 
from &' is larger than the magnetic pressure from &(, there is stability. In the  = 1 instability, it is the 
magnetic tension from the &' field that resists the increasing magnetic tension from the &( field pinching 
on one side of the plasma. Again, if the magnetic tension from the &' field is larger than the magnetic 
tension from the &( field, there is stability. The  = 0 and  = 1 instabilities in Z-Pinch plasmas and the 
addition of the &' field that can stabilise them is another example of how magnetic fields greatly influence 
the dynamics of plasmas.  
One of the main areas of research for Z-Pinch plasmas such as those generated by MAGPIE is as strong X-
ray sources. Z-Pinch plasmas are investigated at MAGPIE in an attempt to understand their limits as strong 
X-ray sources and to find ways of further increasing their power output. These plasmas can become 
instrumental in the widespread implementation of indirect Inertial Confinement Fusion (ICF) as their strong 
X-ray emissions can produce very uniform implosions of Deuterium-Tritium capsules. The Z-Machine at 
Sandia National Laboratory generates Z-Pinch plasmas whose X-ray energy output peaks at around 
290	+,. The X-ray emissions are used to energise hohlraum devices to investigate the implementation of 
Z-Pinch plasmas as X-ray sources for ICF as well as other experiments including the opacity of stellar 
material and instabilities of exploding supernovae.  
A further use of Z-Pinch plasmas at MAGPIE is for laboratory astrophysics. Using the wire arrays, plasma 
jets can be generated up the central axis. The generation of these jets can be fine-tuned in order to 
represent scaled down versions of astrophysical jets, providing an experimental basis for astrophysical 
theory of plasma jet dynamics. The magnetic fields in these jets are small but are largely unknown.  
Given that the generation and stability of Z-Pinch plasmas are contingent on magnetic fields, it is important 
to be able to diagnose the magnetic field that is responsible for the dynamics being observed. MAGPIE 
employs the use of a Crystal X-ray Spectrometer for plasma spectroscopic diagnostics in the X-ray region of 
the spectrum (due to the plasmas’ strong X-ray emissions). Spectroscopy provides a clean way of 
diagnosing the conditions within a plasma as it avoids direct interference and relies solely on the emissions 
coming from the plasma itself. Analysis of specific spectral lines in the X-ray region of the spectrum 
therefore provides a way to infer the conditions such as density, temperature and magnetic field strength. 
Knowledge of these parameters is crucial to understanding why plasmas behave the way they are observed 
to.  
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1.3. X-Pinch Plasmas 
Further to the Z-Pinch cylindrical model of pinch plasmas, X models are also of high interest for their even 
richer dynamics. X-Pinch plasmas are generated by two or more thin wires configured in the shape of an X 
(see reference [8]). A large, fast-rising load current of 250 - 450	 is then passed through the wires in a 
100	 pulse (see reference [9]). Just as with the Z-Pinch, this vapourises the wires, generating plasma 
filaments. The plasma that forms generates jets up and down the central z-axis. Figure 6 shows the form of 
an X-Pinch plasma.  
 
Figure 6. X-Pinch plasma filaments generating plasma jets up and down the central z-axis. For image source, see 
reference [6].  
The source of the X-ray bursts in an X-Pinch plasma is a very small Z-Pinch plasma that forms at the pinch 
point. The upper and lower sections are separated by a cylindrical plasma (Z-Pinch) of length 300 -
400	/. This Z-Pinch plasma quickly implodes and grows unstable under an  = 0 instability, developing 
very dense spots that emit X-ray bursts. Following this emission, the Z-Pinch plasma grows significantly 
unstable and opens up entirely, separating the upper and lower sections of the X-Pinch plasma (see 
reference [9]). The process of the formation of the Z-Pinch plasma forming, growing unstable and 
generating X-ray bursts takes just under 20	.  
X-Pinch plasmas are very useful high energy density plasmas for X-ray spectroscopy of dense plasmas as 
well as producing intense, short pulse X-ray bursts. The X-ray bursts produced by X-Pinch plasmas range in 
duration between 10 - 1000	0, leading to X-rays of energies of around 1.5	 . These are producible at 
initial load currents of 400	. X-ray spectroscopy in Titanium wire X-Pinch plasmas has resolved 
temperatures of around 2.5	  with densities larger than 3$10		1 (see reference [10]). As an X-ray 
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source, X-Pinch plasmas tend to provide resolutions of around 1	/, allowing for very high resolution X-ray 
imaging. As the X-ray pulses are very short, they are of a very high power as well. Additionally, due to the 
very compressed geometry of an X-Pinch plasma, the magnetic flux densities produced are one or two 
orders of magnitude larger than those in Z-Pinch plasmas. This makes X-Pinch plasmas very highly 
magnetised plasmas and thus their dynamics are greatly influenced by these fields.  
1.4. Magnetic Field Diagnosis 
The diagnosis of magnetic fields within plasmas is well sought after for it is when we know these 
parameters that we can better understand the plasmas’ dynamics. Diagnostics of this kind are not new and 
we primarily depend on our ability to resolve the effects of the magnetic fields on spectra in order to infer 
just how strong they are. Often however, resolving these effects on spectra becomes very difficult due to 
other, more dominant, effects on the spectra.  
The Zeeman effect is responsible for the splitting of spectral lines and it is the level of this splitting that 
provides a good diagnostic tool for inferring the magnetic field strength that was responsible. The details of 
the Zeeman effect are detailed in section 2.2 where it is discussed in the context of atomic energy levels. As 
a plasma’s ions are subject to various effects, the resulting spectra are not comprised of sharp lines. 
Instead, the lines are broadened and split by a multitude of effects. The end result can often be a set of 
spectral lines whose Zeeman splitting is drowned out by broadening effects such as those from Doppler 
broadening and Stark broadening (both of which are also detailed within section 2). When this happens, 
one cannot resolve the line splitting and thus cannot calculate the magnetic field strength.  
Different plasmas have different underlying conditions. For example, X-Pinch plasmas are denser and 
hotter than Z-Pinch plasmas. As is detailed later, density and temperature play a crucial role in how certain 
broadening effects affect the spectra we observe. Due to this, different plasmas provide a better or worse 
test bed on which to diagnose magnetic field strengths. Despite impeding plasma conditions, it is 
sometimes still possible to diagnose magnetic field strengths from Zeeman spectroscopy. In the scenario 
where the magnetic field is mostly polarised to one direction, we may restrict our measurements to that 
particular polarisation. In this case, we may be able to infer the magnetic field strength more precisely. This 
technique however, does not work for magnetic fields that are not particularly polarised to one specific 
direction (quasi-isotropic magnetic fields), or are in either case, not strong enough to produce visible line 
splitting above Doppler and Stark broadening. A further technique in this case is to compare the spectral 
lineshapes of two different multiplets whose Stark and Doppler broadening are mostly identical but each 
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possesses very different Zeeman splitting properties. In good approximation, we may then assume that the 
difference in the spectral lineshapes between both multiplets is purely due to the Zeeman effect. It is from 
this difference that we may then infer the magnetic field strength within the plasma. This technique has 
been proven to work well with plasmas where the magnetic fields are quasi-isotropic (see references [11] 
and [12]). We are however still subject to the fact that it is possible that the magnetic fields are not strong 
enough to produce any discernible difference between the multiplet lineshapes. This is where the plasma 
conditions such as density and temperature can play a vital part in disallowing magnetic field diagnostics.  
2. LINE BROADENING AND SPLITTING MECHANISMS 
In this section, the various atomic effects within plasmas that lead to the spectra we observe are detailed. 
The Stark effect is first discussed, where we consider a simple states matrix to discuss states shifting and 
mixing. The discussion follows on to the Holtsmark distribution and the APEX code used to generate 
probability distributions of electric fields within a plasma. We extend the discussion to consider the effect 
of ultra-high magnetic fields altering these electric field probability distributions. Next, fine structure and 
the Zeeman effect are detailed, considering how the interactions arise and what the consequences are for 
atomic spectra. The section ends with an overview of natural and Doppler broadening and how these may 
be calculated.  
2.1. The Stark Effect 
A single ion within a plasma will be subject to the electric fields generated by other neighbouring ions. The 
ion will therefore feel an overall electric field acting on it, which effectively shifts and mixes its once well-
defined energy levels. As the movement and positions of ions within a plasma is taken to be random, the 
Stark effect becomes difficult to model in the context of a plasma ensemble. The method of solving this is 
purely statistical in nature, whereby we effectively calculate the probability distribution of electric fields 
around a particular ion. Naturally, this distribution depends on plasma parameters such as temperature, 
density and ion atomic number. Through calculation of the probability distribution of electric fields, we are 
able to treat the Stark effect as a quantum perturbation spanning a range of values of perturbing electric 
fields. This gives a realistic picture of what is expected in a plasma, in good agreement with Monte Carlo 
simulations (see reference [13]).  
Treating the Stark effect as a quantum perturbation leads to the aforementioned mixing and shifting of 
energy levels. If we were to set out a simple atomic states matrix that only includes the  = 2 energy level 
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with no fine structure we would end up with a small 2$2 matrix (if we state that the electric field is aligned 
solely along the z-axis),  
 2 3456,6 34856,9:34859:,6 3459:,9:; . (3) 
The diagonal elements of this matrix are the interaction of a particular energy level with itself. Therefore, 
these represent the central field Hamiltonian. The off-diagonal elements however, represent the overlap 
between states. These elements are calculated using the Stark perturbation Hamiltonian, 
 3<=485 = -> ⋅ @ = -4- A ⋅ @5 =  A ⋅ @ =  BC , (4) 
where the electric field has been defined as @ = CDE. On calculation of the off-diagonal overlap elements in 
(3) and on finding the corresponding eigenvalues of the matrix, we find two new states representing a 
mixture of both original states, shifted by the electric field strength. This is shown on figure 7. 
 
Figure 7. Diagram showing the once degenerate 2 and 20' states being mixed and shifted by the presence of an 
electric field along the z-axis leading to the Stark effect.  
The APEX code by R. Lee referenced in [13] is a numerical code used to calculate probability distributions of 
electric fields in plasmas where the ion atomic number is low to medium in size. The model used by APEX 
involves F particles of charge G  (the ions) moving around in a defined volume. An ion with charge G  is 
then placed at H (the origin) – this is the radiator ion. The overall electric field at the radiator ion is then 
the superposition of the electric fields from all the neighbouring ions within the volume with the probability 
calculated using statistical equilibrium mechanics. In the past, the Holtsmark distribution was always used. 
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The Holtsmark distribution however, only applies to low-density and/or high-temperature plasmas. In this 
scenario, the Debye length, defined by, 
 IJ = K L	MN OP⁄QP RP⁄ S∑ QUV RU⁄UV  , (5) 
is very large. The sum term in the denominator represents the pair interactions between ions in the plasma. 
This is normally dropped due to electrons having much higher mobility than ions (due to relative electron 
and ion mass). Effectively, the Holtsmark distribution is calculated by assuming there is an infinite number 
of charged particles within the Debye sphere (see reference [14]). Furthermore, it is assumed the ions are 
Hydrogen. Z-Pinch plasmas, and moreover, X-Pinch plasmas, are high-density and high-temperature making 
the assumption of a very large Debye sphere unrealistic. Such plasmas are also comprised of ions 
significantly heavier than Hydrogen. Therefore the probability distribution of electric fields must be 
calculated explicitly and not necessarily assumed to be the Holtsmark distribution.  
APEX can be made to calculate a Holtsmark distribution. For this, we define a relatively low plasma ion 
density of 108W	1 and a relatively low ion temperature of 10	 . We also assume the ions are Hydrogen. 
Figure 8 shows the Holtsmark distribution as calculated by APEX.  
 
Figure 8. Holtsmark distribution as calculated by the APEX code. Plasma parameters were for a Hydrogen ion plasma of 
density 108W	1 and temperature 10	 .  
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Along the x-axis is the ratio of the electric field strength to the average electric field, C, which is defined as 
the Coulomb electric field due to an ion separation relative to the plasma density, 
 C = XYZL	[	 = XYZL	 \Y]^
 _
 . (6) 
The y-axis represents the normalised probability that the radiator ion will feel the corresponding electric 
field strength due to the superposition of electric fields of all its surrounding ions. The validity of this 
Holtsmark distribution can be verified against both Holtsmark Theory and a Nearest-Neighbour 
Approximation (see reference [14]). The former comprises empirical convergences for C C⁄ ≪ 1 and 
C C⁄ ≫ 1 as a probability distribution of electric fields is calculated separately in these two extremes and 
joined together with a calculation at around C C⁄ b 1. The latter is an approximation that involves only 
considering the nearest-neighbour ion as its interaction with a particular ion will be stronger than the other 
ions’ interactions. Both of these comparison calculations were made in the regime as C C⁄ ≫ 1. Figure 9 
shows this comparison.  
 
Figure 9. Comparison between APEX’s calculation of the Holtsmark distribution at C C⁄ ≫ 1 and those calculated by 
Holtsmark Theory and the Nearest-Neighbour Approximation.  
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The nearest-neighbour and Holtsmark Theory approximations, respectively, were calculated by the 
empirical formulae (see reference [14]),  
 ,\ cc^ =  \ cc^
1d _ 	 $0 2\ cc^
1 _ ; 	 , (7) 
 ,\ cc^ = 1.496 \ cc^
1d _ e1 + 5.107 \ cc^
1 _ - 6.12 \ cc^
1h . (8) 
From figure 9 we can deduce that both comparisons are in good agreement for C C⁄ ≫ 1 but deviate as 
they come closer to C C⁄ b 1, as expected. However, we can see that the Holtsmark Theory calculation 
holds close correlation to APEX’s Holtsmark distribution throughout whilst the Nearest-Neighbour 
Approximation significantly fails to agree. This comparison shows that APEX is able to make reliable 
calculations of probability distributions of electric fields, which are in good agreement with analytical 
theory. When it comes to calculating such a distribution for specific plasma parameters of density, 
temperature and ion atomic number, we require a numerical calculation such as that provided by APEX. 
This is done in section 3, in relation to calculation of lineshapes that include the Stark effect.  
So far we consider the radiator ion to emit within a timescale short enough that the neighbouring ions can 
be considered to be stationary (static Stark effect). This of course simplifies calculations as one may then 
assume that the electric field distribution around the radiator ion is steady throughout. In this situation, 
APEX is expected to provide a very good calculation of the perturbing electric fields leading to the Stark 
effect. A complication arises from having the plasma subject to an ultra-strong magnetic field. When this is 
the case, ions will undergo significant Larmor precession around magnetic field lines. The precessive motion 
combined with the charged nature of the ions eliminates the simplification where the ions can be thought 
of as stationary.  
The Stark effect arising from ions that are not stationary during emission is known as the dynamic Stark 
effect and modelling this problem has been considered before. The complication with modelling the 
dynamic Stark effect is that it is a very chaotic process. A method commonly employed is the Frequency 
Fluctuation Model (FFM), originally described in reference [15]. The author proposed that the process can 
be modelled as a Markovian process, in which past and future ion fluctuations are considered to be 
independent of each other by requirement. A simple example is that of an emitter emitting at two distinct 
frequencies, i8 and i. A Markovian process with fluctuation rate j then exchanges and mixes these 
frequencies. The line shape would then be described by (see reference [16]),  
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 k4i5 = l4mn1m54m1mn54m1m5Sl4m1mo5 , (9) 
where ip = 4i8 +i5 2⁄ , the mean frequency. For a fluctuation rate of zero, j = 0, we recover the 
stationary scenario and the line shape is observed to have two distinct lines at frequencies i8 and i. As 
q → ∞ however, both lines broaden and coalesce at the mean frequency, ip. The FFM is widely applicable 
because it requires no speculation of actual ion dynamics within the plasma. The only parameter that 
requires defining is the Markovian fluctuation rate, j. Reference [17] calculates this as, 
 j = t8 _ qt  , (10) 
where t is the plasma ion density and qt is their average thermal velocity. Effectively, one can take the 
static Stark effect profile calculated by APEX and treat adjacent points along the distribution as pairs of 
frequencies to apply the FFM with fluctuation rate j as in the simple example aforementioned. This would 
introduce ion dynamics into the electric field probability distribution and would result in the dynamic Stark 
effect. However, as the authors in reference [16] state, in principle, the fluctuation process arising from ion 
dynamics may not be Markovian in nature as future fluctuations may indeed depend on past fluctuations as 
the system evolves. The authors accept this as a limit of the FFM and thus assume that the ion dynamics 
follow a Markovian process in order to simplify calculations as this allows use of the FFM. The fluctuation 
rate j may be calculated by (10) as an average or found through simulation.  
Fortunately for lineshape calculations, effects from thermal ion dynamics are expected to be negligible 
compared to other effects such as the Doppler effect or even the static Stark and Zeeman effects – see 
reference [18]. The authors concluded in this paper that one of the only situations where the dynamic Stark 
effect is significant is during neutral beam injection within Tokamak plasmas. This is because during neutral 
beam injection, the plasma is thermally perturbed for a period of time, increasing the ion fluctuation rate 
significantly.  
The problem remains that though thermal ion dynamics may be negligible, ion dynamics arising from 
Larmor precession around lines of a very strong magnetic field may be significant enough to require 
including in lineshape calculations. This problem currently has no simple solution. In reference [19], the 
authors present a molecular dynamics simulation that solves potentials around a radiator ion. The 
calculations include effects from the distribution of electric fields from neighbouring ions as well as thermal 
and Larmor precession induced ion dynamics, interacting by the Debye-Huckel potential. All calculations 
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were made with 50 particles inside a cell bound using periodic boundary conditions. Figure 10 shows three 
sample cases calculated by the authors.  
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Figure 10.  Calculations of electric field probability distribution around a radiator ion for X = 2.5$108	1 with + = 500	  (top), X = 2.5$108u	1 with + = 500	  (middle) and X = 108W	1 with + = 2	  
(bottom). All three cases were calculated for & = 0	+ and & = 50,000	+. For source, see reference [19].  
On inspection of figure 10, it becomes very clear that for decreasing plasma density and temperature, 
Larmor precession induced ion dynamics becomes increasingly significant. This leads to an electric field 
probability distribution that has no analytical form. For this reason, methods such as the FFM are not 
suitable for accounting for non-thermal ion dynamics (the authors in reference [20] propose an improved 
version of the FFM but the Markovian process limit remains which would result in lack of agreement with 
these molecular dynamics simulation calculations). It is noted however that the above three magnetised 
cases are for magnetic field strengths of & = 50,000	+. Stronger fields are currently only found in highly 
magnetised white dwarfs and neutron stars. The author mentions that magnetic field strengths of just 
below & = 50,000	+ are the theoretical maximum calculated for some short-pulse laser experiments 
(referenced in the paper).  
We remain to justify whether or not it is necessary to consider the Larmor precession induced ion dynamics 
for calculations of electric field probability distribution in pinch plasma scenarios. The authors in reference 
[19] use a ratio between the Debye length and the Larmor radius in order to estimate how important 
Larmor precession is within a magnetised plasma. This is given by, 
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 v = wx[y  , (11) 
where we define the Debye length as,  
 Iz = KL	MNRQO  , (12) 
and we define the Larmor radius as, 
 H{ = p|O  , (13) 
with the thermal velocity given using 
8
q = + to give,  
 q = KMNRp  . (14) 
For a Z-pinch plasma, we take t = 10}	1 and + = 1000	 , with the overall ion charge as ~ = G =
13  (G = 13) for Aluminium. For magnetic field strength, we take & = 100	+. Calculations of the ratio v 
give that for ions, vt = 7.84$101d and for electrons, vX = 5.18$101. Therefore as vt , vX 	≪ 1, Larmor 
precession within one Debye sphere is insignificant. This renders Larmor precession induced ion dynamics 
(and even electron dynamics) as negligible. Considering conditions within an X-pinch plasma where density 
and temperature are higher and the magnetic field is stronger, we again calculate vt, vX 	≪ 1.  
The authors in reference [19] also use another quantity to calculate the significance of magnetic field 
effects in relation to electric field probability distribution. This quantity is another ratio,  
  = 〈co〉〈c〉 =
| ⁄ 		X [_  ,  (15) 
where 〈Cp〉 is the average dynamic Stark effect (due to the Lorentz force from the magnetic field) and 〈C〉 
is the average static Stark effect (due to the ion electric fields), with q as the thermal velocity, given by (14). 
The ratio  may be written more conveniently as, 
  = 41.02$101u5R pU⁄QP _  & , (16) 
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where + is the plasma ion temperature in electronvolts, t is the ion mass in kilograms, X is the electron 
number density in per metre cubed, G is the ion atomic mass number and & is the external magnetic field 
strength in Tesla. In the top figure 10, the dynamic Stark effect from Larmor precession is demonstrated to 
be insignificant. The plasma conditions in this particular case give a ratio  = 0.02, providing evidence for 
the insignificance of Larmor precession induced dynamic Stark effect. Using the Z-pinch plasma as an 
example, this yields approximately  = 0.0003. We therefore deem the dynamic Stark effect as 
insignificant in the stipulated plasma conditions. They would however be important for plasma conditions 
such as those on the middle or bottom figure 10. In these scenarios, it is necessary to consider these 
effects as the electric field probability distribution is altered significantly. Given that the alterations to the 
distribution have no analytical form, a molecular dynamics simulation similar to that in reference [19] is 
required for a precise calculation. With the computing power of today, this is not an unrealistic feature for 
a lineshape calculation code.  
2.2. Fine Structure and the Zeeman Effect 
When we consider fine structure, atomic states have total angular momentum, . This comes from spin-
orbit coupling, where we consider that the angular momentum from the electron’s spin is coupled to the 
angular momentum from the electron’s angular momentum in orbit of the nucleus. We depict these effects 
arising from the high electron velocities whilst the electron is orbiting the atom. Spin-orbit coupling is due 
to the electron in its rest frame perceiving an orbiting charged nucleus. The result is a magnetic field that 
essentially perturbs the central field Hamiltonian. The time an electron takes to orbit the atom is very 
generally, 
  = Z[|  . (17) 
The electron’s orbital angular momentum is described by,  
  = XHq . (18) 
These can be combined to give,  
  = ZpP[{  , (19) 
the orbital time in terms of orbital angular momentum. Taking the picture of the electron’s rest frame, it 
sits in a current loop due to the surrounding magnetic field. We may therefore say that,  
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 & = 	[  , (20) 
 k = X . (21) 
Combining the Biot-Savart law in a current loop (20) with the current (21) and replacing the orbital time, , 
with (19), gives us the magnetic field experienced by the electron,  
 & = 	X{YZpP[ . (22) 
We use the relations   = /18 and  = ℏ to re-write (22) as,  
 % = XℏYZL	pP[  . (23) 
The magnetic moment of the electron due to spin is defined by,  
  = -6/ ,  (24) 
where 6 is the electron spin g-factor, or gyromagnetic ratio, which is b 2. / is the Bohr magneton,  
 / = XℏpP , (25) 
and  is the spin. The Hamiltonian for spin-orbit coupling is then defined by,  
 3<6 = - ⋅ % .  (26) 
We replace  and % with (24) and (23), respectively. We also note that due to Thomas precession, 6 in 
(24) should actually be replaced with 46 - 15. This is a time dilation correction factor due to the relativistic 
motion of the nucleus in the electron’s rest frame (see reference [21]). Therefore,  
 3<6 = XℏWZL	pP 〈 8[〉 〈 ⋅ 〉 , (27) 
is the definition of the spin-orbit coupling Hamiltonian, where we have also replaced the Bohr magneton 
with (25). 〈 8[〉 is the average cubed radius of the orbit, given by (see reference [21]),  
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 , (28) 
where  Is the angular momentum quantum number, G is the atomic number,  is the principle quantum 
number and  is the Bohr radius, with definition,  
  = YZ 	ℏpP  . (29) 
If we define spin-orbit coupling to total angular momentum, # =  + . Resolving # ⋅ # and re-writing in 
terms of 〈 ⋅ 〉, noting that ¡ = ¡4¡ + 15,  = 4 + 15 and  = 4 + 15, we can replace 〈 ⋅ 〉 in (27). 
After also replacing 〈 8[〉 using (28), we finally come to the energy shift produced by spin-orbit coupling,  
 6 = XℏWZL	pP \ Q	^
 ¢4¢S8514S851646S85
4Sn54S85
 . (30) 
Due to this, we observe relativistic splitting of energy levels. Where there was only a 20 state there are 
now two due to the total angular momentum combining as # =  +  for values of  = ± 8, lifting the 




. An individual state then has several possible values of total angular 
momentum magnitude, ¢. Each state has 2 + 1 possible values of ¢. For example, the state 20n has 
 = 8, therefore it can have ¢ = - 8 , + 8. These two states are initially degenerate in energy however.  
¢ is also known as the magnetic quantum number. An external magnetic field acting on an atom will then 
also influence its states’ energy levels (as with spin-orbit coupling), according to the value of ¢. It is this 
interaction between the external magnetic field and the states that lifts the energy degeneracy between 
different values of ¢ within a state and leads to line splitting as a result – the Zeeman effect. The 
anomalous Zeeman effect is specifically responsible for line splitting in atoms where there is spin-orbit 
coupling. In this case, the atomic magnetic moment is written as,  
  = -/4 + 6¤5 . (31) 
Also similar to spin-orbit coupling is the Zeeman effect Hamiltonian,  
 3<485 = - ⋅ % . (32) 
This can be written as,  
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 3<485 = 1〈⋅¥〉¥⋅%¦  , (33) 
where we have used ¥ simply for convenience as,  
 3<485 = \〈⋅¥〉S§¨〈¤⋅¥〉¦ ^ /&' , (34) 
where we have assumed that the external magnetic field is aligned solely along the z-axis. The convenience 
of this form is that the bracketed terms are exactly the Landé g-factor,  
 ¦ = 〈.¥〉S§¨〈¤.¥〉¦  . (35) 
Therefore we can simply re-write (26) to,  
 3<485 = ¦/&¦  , (36) 
where ¢ is the magnetic quantum number described above. Noting that ¥ =  + ¤ and that 6 b 2, we 
can resolve the Landé g-factor to give us the more useful form for the anomalous Zeeman effect 
Hamiltonian,  
 3<485 = \+ 646S8514S85¢4¢S85 ^ /&¢  . (37) 
Using (37), we can calculate the level of Zeeman splitting of specific energy levels within an atom’s fine 
structure. Figure 11 shows this Zeeman splitting after fine structure is included.  
 
Figure 11. Energy level diagram of a Hydrogen-like Aluminium atom. The fine structure energy levels for & = 0 are 
taken directly from the NIST database (see reference [22]). When the external magnetic field is switched on 
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(rightmost column, & > 0), the Zeeman effect is responsible for splitting all the once degenerate energy levels 
into unique levels. The amount of splitting depends on the magnetic quantum number, ¢. The energy 
degeneracy between the 2n and 20n states is lifted by the Lamb shift, which is a QED effect.  
The Zeeman effect is easy to model, which is detailed in section 3.1. It forms the basis for spectroscopic 
observations and calculations of external magnetic fields within plasmas (due to (35)).  
2.3. Natural and Doppler Broadening 
Every excited state has a lifetime, after which a transition occurs. Due to this finite lifetime, due to the 
Energy-Time Uncertainty Principle, there is a finite amount of transition energy uncertainty,  
 4Δ5{ = ℏ . (38) 
4Δε5{ is the energy uncertainty and  is the transition lifetime. (38) can be re-written simply as,  
 4Δ5{ = «Z . (39) 
Natural broadening leads to an unshifted Lorentzian lineshape with FWHM calculable by (39). The lifetime 
of a transition can be calculated using the classical approximation (see reference [21]),  
  = }ZL	pPXm  , (40) 
where i is the frequency of the photon emitted/absorbed due to the transition. This may be replaced by 
i = 2] I⁄  to give,  
  = L	pPwZX  . (41) 
I is now the wavelength of the photo emitted/absorbed due to the transition. The convenience of this form 
is that it is related directly with the Rydberg equation,  
 
8
w = G \ 8Q - 8Q¬^ , (42) 
where G is the atomic number,  and ­ are the transition energy levels and  is the Rydberg constant, 
described by,  
  = pPX®WL	« = 1.097373$10¯18 . (43) 
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This description of the Rydberg constant assumes the mass of the atomic nucleus is infinite in comparison 
with the mass of the bound electron. The correction for this is,  
 ° = ±²8SpP °⁄  , (44) 
where  is the mass of the atomic nucleus. If we combine (41) with (42) and (44), we finally find the 
calculable description for the lifetime,  
  = L	pPZX \8SpP °⁄±² ^
 8
® \ 8Q - 8Q¬^
1
 . (45) 
Hence, we may then calculate the FWHM of a Lorentzian lineshape to describe the extent of natural 
broadening by combining (39) with (45) to give,  
 4Δ5{ = «XL	pP \ ±²8SpP °⁄ ^
 GY \ 8Q - 8Q¬^

 . (46) 
Doppler broadening arises from the thermal motion of the ions within the plasma. This motion leads to 
frequency shifts in the photons emitted from transitions. In effect, we observe a range of frequencies of 
photons of the same transitions thus leading to an effectively broadened spectral profile. Due to the nature 
of this effect, it is highly dependent on the temperature of the ions within the plasma. Doppler broadening 
can become problematic when it comes to spectroscopic diagnoses as it can be broad enough to drown out 
any discernible quantum effects such as Zeeman splitting.  
To model Doppler broadening, we start by proposing that the ions within the plasma have a Maxwellian 
velocity distribution,  
 ³4q5 = K °ZMNR  $0 \1°|

MNR^ , (47) 
where  is once again the mass of the atomic nucleus. + is the plasma ion temperature in Kelvin. From the 
Doppler effect, we may say that,  
 
4w1w	5
w	 b -\4m1m	5m	 ^ = - | . (48) 
Therefore,  
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 q =  \4m1m	5m	 ^ ,  (49) 
so we may re-write (47) to put it in terms of frequency using (49),  
 ³4i5 = K °ZMNR  $0 \1°
4´m5
MNRm	 ^ . (50) 
Δi represents the change in frequency with respect to the central frequency and i is the central 
frequency. Comparing (50) with the general expression for the a Maxwellian distribution, we find that,  
 µ = iKMNR°  , (51) 
where µ is the standard deviation of the distribution. In order to come to a definition of the HWHM of the 
distribution, we must find Δi when the exponential component of (50) is exactly 1 2_ . By equating the 
exponential term to 1 2_  and resolving for Δi, we find that,  
 Δi = µ√ln2 . (52) 
We may then multiply this by 2 in order to arrive at the FWHM of the Doppler broadening profile. µ is also 
replaced using (51) to finally find,  
 4Δi5J = iKWMNR ¹º °  . (53) 
(53) may be re-written in terms of energy quite simply by noting that i = 2]» and  = ℎ» so i = 2] ℎ⁄ . 
The constants however, will be present on both sides of (53) so we can simply state that,  
 4Δ5J = KWMNR ¹º °  . (54) 
The effects of natural broadening and Doppler broadening may be combined together. Natural broadening 
is represented by a Lorentzian profile with FWHM corresponding to (46) just as Doppler broadening is 
represented by a Gaussian profile with FWHM corresponding to (54) Calculation of both the Lorentzian and 
Gaussian profiles would then be followed by their convolution, generating a Voigt profile (see reference 
[14]). The Voigt profile may then be convolved with the spectral lineshapes, which will then include both 
natural and Doppler broadening.  
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3. SPECTRAL SIMULATION 
In this section, the spectral simulation for the calculation of Lyman Alpha and Lyman Beta lineshapes is 
discussed in detail. We begin by going through the analytical theory to their calculation and translate this 
into a computational method for its application. This starts from the implementation of APEX for the 
electric field probability distribution calculation and goes on to the definition of atomic states for the Stark 
effect calculation. The Zeeman effect calculation follows this after which the energy eigenvalue calculation 
is discussed, finishing with the calculation of transition rates. Lyman Alpha and Lyman Beta lineshapes for a 
Hydrogen-like Aluminium plasma are calculated and compared with calculations made by H-Line (a code 
also written by R. Lee to accompany APEX for the calculation of lineshapes). Further lineshape calculations 
are made for Z-Pinch and X-Pinch plasma conditions in order to test for visible Zeeman line splitting.  
3.1. Analytical Theory and Computational Method 
The aim of the spectral simulation is to model the expected lineshapes of Lyman Alpha and Lyman Beta. 
These spectral lines tend to be strong for their high transition energy and probability. Lyman Alpha involves 
electron transitions between the  = 2 and  = 1 energy levels, whereas Lyman Beta involves electron 
transitions between the  = 3 and  = 1 energy levels. Modelling lineshapes beyond these two involves 
the same process as will be detailed, except it becomes increasingly convoluted.  
Following the definitions of plasma parameters such as temperature, density and external magnetic field, 
the APEX code is called for calculation of the electric field probability distribution. This is the initial step for 
calculation of the Stark effect on a radiator ion. The APEX code was adapted to input the plasma 
parameters of temperature, density and ion atomic number and from this calculate the electric field 
probability distribution and output a set of 80 field strengths and their corresponding normalised 
probabilities. In general there are around 200 field strengths calculated and output by APEX but shortly 
after the 40½ℎ, the corresponding probabilities become negligible. 80 was chosen as the cut-off to provide 
a safety margin of including all the relevant field strengths without incurring an unnecessary number of 
calculations. The electric field strengths returned by APEX are in ratios of the average electric field strength, 
C C⁄ . These are converted to actual electric field strengths in SI units of 18 by calculating the average 
electric field strength and multiplying all the APEX values by it. The average electric field strength is 
calculated by (6). Figure 12 shows the probability distribution of electric fields for Hydrogen-like Aluminium 
with density 10}	1 at a temperature of 1	 .  
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Figure 12. APEX calculation of probability distribution of electric fields in a Hydrogen-like Aluminium plasma of density 10}	1 and temperature 1	 . The probability distribution continues after C C⁄ = 10 but has been cut 
off in this figure for illustration purposes of the most important region.  
From figure 12, we note the differences from figure 8, the Holtsmark distribution. The peak is effectively 
shifted to a higher value of C C⁄ , with a broader profile that decays more slowly with increasing C C⁄ . 
From this it is clear that use of the Holtsmark distribution would have neglected important physics in the 
modelling of the Stark effect. This is due to the fact that the ions here are significantly heavier and thus 
generate stronger electric fields. The higher density also pushes stronger electric fields to interact more 
closely together, and more of stronger fields therefore have a significant presence around a radiator ion 
(hence the broader profile and slower decay with increasing C C⁄ ).  
There is one particular problem with the electric field distribution shown on figure 12. The region around 
2 < C C⁄ < 3 is a straight line as opposed to a smooth curve in continuation of the rest of the distribution. 
This is due to APEX’s calculation, which explicitly calculates the small C C⁄  and large C C⁄  regions but 
simply interpolates between them with a straight line. C. A. Iglesias, et al, note this as a numerical 
instability in the APEX code (see reference [23]). Since the first version of APEX in 1985, advancements in 
plasma physics research have produced plasmas with conditions (such as cold and dense) that were 
unsuitable for APEX to model for electric field distribution calculations. The authors therefore set out to 
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improve the APEX code to correct its shortcomings. The latest version of the APEX code is computationally 
faster and much more widely applicable. Three cases where the old APEX code struggled to produce viable 
results were for Hydrogen-like Aluminium plasmas of  = 108W, 10}, 10	1 and + = 2.5	 . In 
particular the first case produced a result that is unusable in calculations. Figure 13 shows the calculation 
comparisons of these three cases between the old and new versions of APEX. 
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Figure 13. APEX code calculation comparisons between old and new versions for cases where + = 2.5	  and  = 	108W, 10}, 10	1 (top to bottom). Probability distributions have been cut off at C C⁄ = 15 for 
illustration purposes.  
We note that as plasma ion density increases, the electric field probability distributions calculated by the 
old version of the APEX code peak at a lower value of C C⁄  and with higher probability. This can be 
attributed to the fact that the new version of the APEX code includes electron screening of electric fields 
produced by the neighbouring ions. Given the new version’s wide applicability and reliable results, it was 
adapted as aforementioned in replacement of the old version for use within the spectral simulation code. 
All calculations of electric field probability distribution are therefore made using the new version of APEX 
(2000) to ensure reliability.  
Next is the lengthy definition of atomic states. For the spectral simulation, a states matrix must be defined. 
The states matrix has a form similar to (3) except for Lyman Alpha and Lyman Beta to include the Stark and 
Zeeman effects, it must be 28	$	28 in size. The reason for this is that each and every state must be 
included. Initially, along the diagonal elements we must place the central field interactions of each state. 
For example, for the 20

 we have four states, with ¢ = -  , - 8 , + 8 , + . Furthermore, for the 3¾ we 
have six states, with ¢ = - d , -  , - 8 , + 8 , +  , + d. Table A1 in Appendix A provides a detailed account 
of all the states and their corresponding  and 6 values where,  
 ¢ =  +6  .  (55) 
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The central field interactions of these states are simply the energy level values themselves. Energy level 
values for the diagonal elements are therefore entered with reference to the NIST levels database (see 
reference [22]). The non-diagonal elements however, are the state overlaps for the Stark effect. 
Analytically, a state overlap involves the calculation of,  
 ¿¢∗3<=485¿t , (56) 
where ¿t and ¿¢ are the two quantum state wavefunctions in the overlapping of energy levels. 3<=485 in (56) 
is the Stark effect Hamiltonian, described by (4). From an analytical standpoint, the integrals can involve 
fairly convoluted calculations, with the final result depending on the electric field strength, C. Standard 
formulae for overlap integrals for Lyman Alpha and Lyman Beta transitions have been calculated 
analytically, however. H. A. Bethe and E. E. Salpeter discuss the derivation of these formulae in their book 
(see reference [24]). All the formulae were verified by comparison with analytical calculations of relevant 
transitions and some of the formulae were found to be missing a minus sign. It is also noted that the 
original formulae do not include a description of angular momentum.  
When we consider spin-orbit coupling, the state wavefunctions change. Due to this, the overlap integral 
described by (56) effectively results in a different value. The wavefunction changes lead to a quantum 
mechanical description that is relativistic in nature. The method used by H. A. Bethe and E. E. Salpeter is 
one in which they solve the Dirac equation, which provides a relativistic description of the electrons 
undergoing the transitions. A simpler method of taking angular momentum into account is to include 
Clebsch-Gordan coefficients (see reference [25]) in the overlap integrals. These coefficients are simply 
numerical vector-coupling coefficients, which describe how much a state with spin-orbit coupling included 
is like an uncoupled state. Inclusion of Clebsch-Gordan coefficients in the overlap integrals effectively 
introduces a numerical correction factor to the calculation, allowing the use of the uncoupled 
wavefunctions, which result in simpler calculations.  
As the transitions formulae in reference [24] can be used to calculate the overlap integrals without spin-
orbit coupling, it is an easy process of including the Clebsch-Gordan coefficients for both states involved in 
the overlap. This inclusion corrects the calculations to take angular momentum into account. The formulae 
calculate the radial and angular components of the overlap integrals separately. The corrected versions 
with inclusion of the Clebsch-Gordan coefficients in the angular equations as well as some quantities in the 
radial equations (Bohr radius, electron charge, perturbing electric field strength and ion atomic number) 
are,  
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 Q,98,6 = \	Xc ^K
ÁQÂ4Q185ÃÄ¾
4QS85ÃÅ¾                                  for 1 ↔ 0 , (57) 
 Q,9,6 = \	Xc ^K
nÂQÂ4Q1854Q15ÃÄÇ
4QS5ÃÅÇ                  for 2 ↔ 0 , (58) 
 Q,6,9 = \	Xc ^K
n¾QÈ4Q15ÃÄÇ
4QS5ÃÅÇ                                for 20 ↔  , (59) 
 Q,z,9 = \	PÉ ^K
nÈQÈ4Q1854Q15ÃÄÂ
4QS5ÃÅÂ                   for 20 ↔  , (60) 
 Q,Q,18 = -\	PÉ ^ √ -                               for  ↔ 4 - 15 , (61) 
 ÊQ,,pQ¬,18,p = ËpVn,pV4t5 ËpVn,pV4¢5 K 
1p
4S854185   for Δ = -1, Δ = 0 , (62) 
 ÊQ,,pQ¬,18,pS8 = -ËpVn,pV4t5 ËpVn,pV4¢5 K41p541p1854S854185     
                                                                                                     for Δ = -1, Δ = +1 , (63) 
 ÊQ,,pQ¬,18,p18 = -ËpVn,pV4t5 ËpVn,pV4¢5 K4Sp54Sp1854S854185     
                                                                                                     for Δ = -1, Δ = -1 , (64) 
 ÊQ,,pQ¬,S8,p = ËpVn,pV4t5 ËpVn,pV4¢5 K 4S85
1p
4S54S85   for Δ = +1, Δ = 0 , (65)  
 ÊQ,,pQ¬,S8,pS8 = -ËpVn,pV4t5 ËpVn,pV4¢5 K4SpS54SpS854S54S85     
                                                                                                     for Δ = +1, Δ = +1 , (66) 
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 ÊQ,,pQ¬,S8,p18 = ËpVn,pV4t5 ËpVn,pV4¢5 K41pS541pS854S54S85     
                                                                                                     for Δ = +1, Δ = -1 . (67) 
The  equations calculate the radial components whereas the Ê equations calculate the angular 
components. As overlap integrals on (56) involve both radial and angular components, the results of two of 
these equations (relating to the transition in question) are multiplied together. The ËpVn,pV4t5  and ËpVn,pV4¢5  
are the Clebsch-Gordan coefficients, detailed in tables A2 and A3 in Appendix B (see reference [26]). These 
are chosen according to the states in question. For example, the 3

 state with ¢ = + 8,  = +1 and 
6 = - 8 therefore has ¢8 = +1 and ¢ = - 8 as the Clebsch-Gordan coefficient involves the coupling 
of the orbital angular momentum and the spin angular momentum (spin-orbit coupling). Therefore, looking 
at table A3 in Appendix B for these values under the column for Ì , 8Í (Î,¢Ï for the atomic state), we find 
the Clebsch-Gordan coefficient is simply Kd.  
In the spectral simulation, the overlap of states is defined explicitly by a large matrix that defines both 
states in an off-diagonal element with all the quantum numbers. This is done for each and every off-
diagonal element, thus providing all the information required for a set of subroutines (each programmed 
with each equation from (57) to (67)) to calculate all the off-diagonal overlap elements in the states matrix. 
At this stage however, there is no set value of perturbing electric field strength, C, and so this quantity is 
ignored thus resulting in purely numerical overlap integral values to fill the states matrix. It is noted that at 
this stage as well, the diagonal elements are zero and no central field energies are present (these are 
inserted later).  
As the spectral simulation iterates through the large states overlap matrix, it first calculates the changes in 
, , , 6,  and ¢. Transitions that are forbidden are found by the selection rules (see reference [21]),  
 Δ = ±1 , (68) 
 ∆ = 0,±1 , (69) 
 ∆6 = 0 , (70) 
 ∆ = 0,±1 , (71) 
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 ∆¢ = 0,±1 . (72) 
State overlaps that break any of these transition rules are automatically set to be zero in the states matrix. 
Those that are allowed are then calculated by equations (57) to (67) in individual subroutines. The radial 
and angular components of the overlap integrals are calculated separately and then multiplied together. 
However, it was initially assumed that the overall electric field on the radiator ion is aligned along the z-
axis. This is not necessarily true and may indeed be aligned to any direction. In (4) it was stated that,  
 3<=485 =  BC . 
As stated on reference [25] however, in a fluid sample where atoms will experience a randomly-directed 
electric field, the field along the x-, y- and z-axis is on average just a 1 3_  of the total. We may therefore 
state that,  
  BC = 8  A ⋅ @ , (73) 
where we have essentially stated that the Stark effect Hamiltonian we have used to far,  BC, is just a third 
of the total Stark effect Hamiltonian,  A ⋅ @. Thus, multiplying by 3, we say that,  
 3<=485 = 3 BC . (74) 
In essence, once the overlap integral is calculated, the result is multiplied by 3 to account for the fact that 
the overall electric field on a radiator ion can be aligned along the x-, y- or z-axis.  
Now that the Stark effect states matrix has been calculated (except for the diagonal elements, which are 
inserted later), the Zeeman effect states matrix is calculated. The Zeeman effect states matrix is also 
28	$	28 as we must calculate the energy shifts due to the Zeeman effect on (37), which depends on state 
properties. In this case, due to the central field perturbation nature of the Zeeman effect, the states matrix 
is only non-zero along the diagonal elements. In general, we may state that the energy shift is,  
 4Δ5 = ¿¢∗3<485¿t , (75) 
where ¿t and ¿¢ are any two states and 3<485 is the Zeeman effect Hamiltonian, described by (37). (75) is 
therefore,  
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 4Δ5 = ¿¢∗¦/&¢¿t = ¦/&¢ ¿¢∗¿t , (76) 
where we have replaced 3<485 with (36) and taken it out of the integral as it does not act on the states. The 
integral in (76) is essentially the overlap between any two states without perturbation. This integral is zero 
when the states are different (off-diagonal element) and unity when the states are the same (diagonal 
element). Therefore,  
 4Δ5 = ¦/&¢Ñt,¢  , (77) 
where Ñt,¢ is the Kronecker delta function so Ñt,¢ = 0 if  ≠ ¡ and Ñt,¢ = 1 if  = ¡. The Zeeman effect is 
therefore calculated by (37) for all the individual states as a central field perturbation. The states matrix for 
the Zeeman effect is therefore one where every off-diagonal element is zero and diagonal elements are 
populated with the energy shifts according to (37), which depends on the states’ configurations and 
external magnetic field strength.  
We treat the Stark effect and the Zeeman effect together. The states matrix corresponding to each 
perturbation are therefore added together as we aim to solve,  
 \3<45 +3<=485 +3<485^ |ÔÕ = |ÔÕ , (78) 
where 3<45 is the central field interaction, 3<=485 is the Stark effect Hamiltonian in (4), 3<485 is the Zeeman 
effect Hamiltonian in (37), |ÔÕ is the states matrix and  are our set of energy eigenvalues. 3<45 simply 
corresponds to the diagonal elements, which we insert into the Stark effect states matrix for convenience 
(the Zeeman effect states matrix is added to it, which shifts the energy levels of the central field 
interactions). The spectral simulation now iterates through all the different values of electric field strength 
output by APEX. In each case, every element in the Stark effect states matrix is multiplied by the selected 
value of electric field strength. This only affects the off-diagonal elements as the diagonal elements are 
currently zero and are inserted straight after. Once the Stark effect states matrix is complete with the 
diagonal elements containing the central field interactions and the off-diagonal elements containing the 
Stark effect perturbation for a selected electric field strength, the Zeeman effect states matrix is added to 
it. The diagonal elements’ values now depend on their values of magnetic quantum number, ¢, in 
accordance with (37).  
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After the overall states matrix has been acted on by the central field, Stark effect and Zeeman effect 
Hamiltonians, energy eigenvalues are to be resolved. The spectral simulation uses the Linear Algebra 
PACKage (LAPACK) set of subroutines in order to calculate the energy eigenvalues and eigenvectors (see 
reference [27]). Specifically, the DGEEV subroutine is used. This is called and energy eigenvalues and 
corresponding eigenvectors are returned. The DGEEV subroutine always returns an orthogonal set of 
eigenvectors for degenerate eigenvalues. This is an issue as the eigenvectors are later used to calculate the 
transition rate of their corresponding eigenvalues. The spectral simulation therefore iterates through the 
eigenvalues and if one is found to be degenerate with another one after it, the eigenvector of the second 
eigenvalue found is replaced by the first eigenvalue’s. This keeps their eigenvectors the same, allowing the 
transition rate calculation to be precise. Also, the first two eigenvalues returned are close to zero, due to 
the presence of both ground states in the states matrix. These two are ignored as the rest of the 
eigenvalues are relative to the ground states in transition energy and thus correspond to the visible lines. 
The relevant energy eigenvalues (there are 26 in the 28	$	28 states matrix, after ignoring the two which 
are close to zero) are stored in another matrix along with their corresponding eigenvectors (after the 
degenerate eigenvalue eigenvector replacements have been made). The matrix that stores the relevant 
eigenvalues is 80	$	26, storing all 26 eigenvalues for each of the 80 electric field strengths returned by 
APEX.  
The final process within the iteration of electric field strengths is the calculation of the corresponding 
transition rates. Another matrix stores all the Lyman Alpha and Lyman Beta lines’ transition rates. This 
matrix is also 80	$	26, each column corresponding to each energy eigenvalue. Initially, each column is 
populated by the probabilities of each electric field strength returned by APEX. The transition rates are 
calculated by noting Fermi’s Golden Rule (see reference [21]),  
 +t→¢ ∝ \Xℏ^ |×¡|3­|Õ|	, (79) 
where ×¡|3­|Õ is the matrix element corresponding to the transition  → ¡ (overlap integral). 3­ in this case 
is the Stark effect Hamiltonian as it is the only Hamiltonian in the calculation that alters the overlap of 
states. The transition rate is then calculated by (79), with the matrix elements corresponding to the overlap 
of states with the two ground states, summed together and multiplied by the respective eigenvector value. 
Once calculated, the probability of the electric field strength is multiplied by the transition rate within the 
80	$	26 transition rates matrix.  
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When the 80 electric field strengths have been iterated through, the 80	$	26 spectral energy eigenvalues 
matrix is entirely populated, as is the corresponding 80	$	26 transition rates matrix. These two matrices 
represent the visible spectral lineshapes of Lyman Alpha and Lyman Beta where the spectral energy 
eigenvalues matrix essentially contains the x-values for a plot and the transition rates matrix contains the y-
values. At this stage, natural and Doppler broadening are not taken into account. As described in section 
2.3, these are then calculated individually after the above calculations for the Stark and Zeeman effects. 
Their lineshapes are then convolved together for inclusion in the spectral simulation.  
3.2. Lyman Alpha and Lyman Beta Lineshapes 
The spectral simulation outputs the energy eigenvalues and transition rates matrices after their calculation. 
For a Hydrogen-like Aluminium plasma with density 10}	1, temperature 1	  and zero magnetic field, 
Lyman Alpha and Lyman Beta lineshapes are generated. These are shown on figures 14 and 15.  
 
Figure 14.  Lyman Alpha lineshape (binned) with consideration of only the Stark effect (the Zeeman effect is zero for & = 0	+).  
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Figure 15. Lyman Beta lineshape (binned) with consideration of only the Stark effect (the Zeeman effect is zero for 
B	= 0	+).  
Here, the Stark effect is responsible for the lineshapes. The breadth of the individual transition lines comes 
down to the perturbation of the energy eigenvalues with different electric field strengths, with the 
individual transition lines falling off with increasing electric field strength (due to the reduced probability – 
see new APEX distribution on figure 13). We immediately note the spiked nature of the Lyman Beta 
lineshape as it drops off. This is a natural side-effect of the binning process of the calculated energy 
eigenvalues, which overlap to some extent within the lineshapes. The number of bins and bin width were 
chosen as a compromise between how spiked the lineshape falloffs would be and how much lineshape 
detail is preserved after binning. If one chooses too few bins and bins of large width, far too many of the 
calculated eigenvalues would be replaced by a single point. This effectively destroys the lineshape detail. 
Conversely, if one chooses too many bins and bins of small width, each calculated eigenvalue could be 
replaced by a single point, effectively not binning the eigenvalues as is actually intended (due to some 
overlapping). At this stage it is not yet clear how much of the lineshapes’ features will be drowned out by 
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further broadening effects such as those from natural and Doppler broadening. These effects are included 
later.  
The H-Line code allows the calculation of lineshapes. Figure 16 shows both Lyman Alpha and Lyman Beta as 
calculated by H-Line.  
 
Figure 16. H-Line models of Lyman Alpha (left) and Lyman Beta (right) for a Hydrogen-like Aluminium plasma of 
density 10}	1 and temperature 1	 . The only effect included in the calculation is the Stark effect and 
thus these models do not include any natural or Doppler broadening effects.  
Comparing figure 16 with the calculations by the spectral simulation on figures 14 and 15 shows there is a 
great lack of resolution of lineshape features in the H-Line model of Lyman Alpha, which also only include 
the Stark effect for a plasma of the same properties. Furthermore, the H-Line model of Lyman Beta does 
not resemble the spectral simulation’s calculation of Lyman Beta in terms of symmetry. The slightly 
asymmetrical Lyman Beta lineshape as calculated by the spectral simulation code in comparison with H-
Line’s symmetrical Lyman Beta lineshape is not fully understood. Finally, it is also noted that H-Line is 
incapable of calculating the Zeeman effect for inclusion in its models.  
3.3. Zeeman Line Splitting 
The Zeeman effect is responsible for the line splitting, which gives the individual ¢ state configurations in 
a single state different energy levels. This is in accordance with (37) (see figure 11). The spectral simulation 
calculates the Zeeman effect when the external magnetic field, &, is given a value above 0	+. Figures 17 
and 18 show comparisons in Lyman Alpha and Lyman Beta between & = 0	+ and & = 100	+. The 
lineshapes calculated only account for the Stark and Zeeman effects.  
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Figure 17. Comparison of Lyman Alpha lineshapes (binned) in a Hydrogen-like Aluminium plasma of density 10}	1 
and temperature 1	 . The lineshape for & = 0	+ (no Zeeman effect) is shown in blue and the lineshape for & = 100	+ is shown in red, superimposed on the same set of axes. 
 
Figure 18. Comparison of Lyman Beta lineshapes (binned) in a Hydrogen-like Aluminium plasma of density 10}	1 
and temperature 1	 . The lineshape for & = 0	+ (no Zeeman effect) is shown in blue and the lineshape for & = 100	+ is shown in red, superimposed on the same set of axes. 
There are some visible changes in the lineshapes when we consider the Zeeman effect with & = 100	+. As 
is shown on figure 11, the external magnetic field, through the Zeeman effect, augments the energy 
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difference between the mixed energy states (the Stark effect is responsible for this mixing of states). The 
increased difference between energy states leads to the line splitting. However, the calculation by the 
spectral simulation involves binning the calculated eigenvalues, in order to produce the lineshapes shown. 
This process naturally introduces a small inaccuracy in reproducing the lineshapes. This is evident from the 
small differences in transition rates between the lineshapes calculated for zero external magnetic field and 
the ones calculated for the presence of an external magnetic field. Though there is a small amount of 
Zeeman splitting for Lyman Alpha between & = 0	+ and & = 100	+, it is not visible from figure 17. The 
binning process is also responsible for this. Additionally, we can see on Lyman Alpha (figure 17) that the 
higher energy peak has a lower rate when the external magnetic field is applied than when it is not. The 
opposite is true for Lyman Beta (figure 18). Zeeman splitting is responsible for the appearance of two lines 
where there was one. If these two lines appear under one bin, then they are counted as one, which 
effectively augments the rate (as it did on Lyman Beta). However, it is clear from Lyman Alpha that the split 
lines did not fall under one bin, as the rate is lower than it was for & = 0	+.  
For a stronger magnetic field however, such as & = 1000	+, Zeeman splitting becomes very pronounced, 
particularly in Lyman Alpha. Figure 19 shows Lyman Alpha for the same conditions as in figure 17 but with a 
magnetic field of strength & = 1000	+.  
 
Figure 19. Comparison of Lyman Alpha lineshapes (binned) in a Hydrogen-like Aluminium plasma of density 10}	1 
and temperature 1	 . The lineshape for & = 0	+ (no Zeeman effect) is shown in blue and the lineshape for & = 1000	+ is shown in red, superimposed on the same set of axes. 
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Figure 20 shows Lyman Beta under the influence of a & = 1000	+ magnetic field.  
 
Figure 20. Comparison of Lyman Beta lineshapes (binned) in a Hydrogen-like Aluminium plasma of density 10}	1 
and temperature 1	 . The lineshape for & = 0	+ (no Zeeman effect) is shown in blue and the lineshape for & = 1000	+ is shown in red, superimposed on the same set of axes. 
Though the extent of Zeeman splitting is very clear in Lyman Alpha, it is quite convoluted in Lyman Beta. 
This is because in Lyman Beta, the individual lines are closely packed together and there are many in 
number that comprise the Lyman Beta lineshape. Add to this the inaccuracy introduced by the binning 
process and Zeeman splitting becomes hard to discern in Lyman Beta. Lyman Alpha presents a very good 
platform for magnetic field diagnosis for very strong magnetic fields such as & = 1000	+ for these plasma 
conditions.  
3.4. Other Broadening Effects 
So far, the lineshapes calculated have only included the Stark and Zeeman effects. In section 2.3, natural 
and Doppler broadening effects were calculated, yielding expressions (46) and (54). These expressions 
represent the FWHM of Lorentzian and Gaussian lineshapes (respectively), which can in effect be convolved 
with the Stark and Zeeman lineshapes calculated. This process then includes natural and Doppler 
broadening in the lineshapes calculated. Figures 21 and 22 show Lyman Alpha and Beta (respectively) with 
the inclusion of natural broadening for zero external magnetic field.  
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Figure 21. Lyman Alpha lineshape (binned) in a Hydrogen-like Aluminium plasma of density 10}	1 and temperature 1	  with & = 0	+. Natural broadening was included by convolving the original lineshape with a Lorentzian 
lineshape with FWHM calculated using (46).  
 
Figure 22. Lyman Beta lineshape (binned) in a Hydrogen-like Aluminium plasma of density 10}	1 and temperature 1	  with & = 0	+. Natural broadening was included by convolving the original lineshape with a Lorentzian 
lineshape with FWHM calculated using (46).  
It is however when we include Doppler broadening in the calculation that we see how destructive these 
other broadening effects become (to the visible lineshape structure). Figures 23 and 24 show Lyman Alpha 
and Beta (respectively) with the inclusion of both, natural and Doppler broadening for the same conditions.  
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Figure 23. Lyman Alpha lineshape (binned) in a Hydrogen-like Aluminium plasma of density 10}	1 and temperature 1	  with & = 0	+. Natural and Doppler broadening were included by convolving the original lineshape with 
a Lorentzian and Gaussian lineshape with FWHMs calculated using (46) and (54), respectively.  
 
Figure 24. Lyman Beta lineshape (binned) in a Hydrogen-like Aluminium plasma of density 10}	1 and temperature 1	  with & = 0	+. Natural and Doppler broadening were included by convolving the original lineshape with 
a Lorentzian and Gaussian lineshape with FWHMs calculated using (46) and (54), respectively.  
Naturally, diagnosis of the magnetic field responsible for Zeeman splitting is contingent on the Zeeman 
splitting actually being visible. Figures 25 and 26 show comparisons of the Lyman Alpha and Beta 
lineshapes calculated with the inclusion of natural and Doppler broadening, for & = 0	+ and & = 100	+.  
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Figure 25. Comparison of natural and Doppler broadened Lyman Alpha lineshapes (binned) in a Hydrogen-like 
Aluminium plasma of density 10}	1 and temperature 1	 . The lineshape for & = 0	+ (no Zeeman 
effect) is shown in blue and the lineshape for & = 100	+ is shown in red on the same set of axes. 
 
Figure 26. Comparison of natural and Doppler broadened Lyman Beta lineshapes (binned) in a Hydrogen-like 
Aluminium plasma of density 10}	1 and temperature 1	 . The lineshape for & = 0	+ (no Zeeman 
effect) is shown in blue and the lineshape for & = 100	+ is shown in red on the same set of axes. 
Similarly, figures 27 and 28 show comparisons of natural and Doppler broadened Lyman Alpha and Beta 
lineshapes, calculated for & = 0	+ and & = 1000	+.  
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Figure 27. Comparison of natural and Doppler broadened Lyman Alpha lineshapes (binned) in a Hydrogen-like 
Aluminium plasma of density 10}	1 and temperature 1	 . The lineshape for & = 0	+ (no Zeeman 
effect) is shown in blue and the lineshape for & = 1000	+ is shown in red on the same set of axes. 
 
Figure 28. Comparison of natural and Doppler broadened Lyman Beta lineshapes (binned) in a Hydrogen-like 
Aluminium plasma of density 10}	1 and temperature 1	 . The lineshape for & = 0	+ (no Zeeman 
effect) is shown in blue and the lineshape for & = 1000	+ is shown in red on the same set of axes. 
Following natural and Doppler broadening, there is no visible Zeeman line splitting in either Lyman Alpha or 
Beta for & = 100	+ or & = 1000	+. Despite this, there are very evident changes in Lyman Alpha when 
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compared to the & = 0	+ lineshape, for both & = 100	+ and & = 1000	+. These changes can only be 
attributed to Zeeman line splitting as they clearly show the Zeeman lines coalescing (and thus augmenting 
in strength) when they are broadened by Doppler broadening.  
3.5. Pinch Plasma Conditions 
Z-pinch plasmas in MAGPIE reach ion densities of  = 10}	1 and temperatures of 	+ = 1	 , 
generating magnetic fields of the order & = 100	+. Figures 29 and 30 show Lyman Alpha and Beta for Z-
Pinch plasma conditions.  
 
Figure 29. Lyman Alpha lineshape (binned) for a Z-Pinch Hydrogen-like Aluminium plasma of ion density 10}	1 and 
temperature 1	 . Comparison between & = 0	+ and & = 100	+ is shown.  
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Figure 30. Lyman Beta lineshape (binned) for a Z-Pinch Hydrogen-like Aluminium plasma of ion density 10}	1 and 
temperature 1	 . Comparison between & = 0	+ and & = 100	+ is shown.  
It is clear from figures 29 and 30 that in Z-Pinch plasma conditions, the spectral simulation produces no 
visible Zeeman line splitting. We again note that the clear changes produced in Lyman Alpha by the 
magnetic field of strength & = 100	+, however. These changes could be translated to a rough calculation 
of the magnetic field responsible but without visible line splitting, it is hard to discern the exact magnetic 
field strength that lead to the changes in the lineshape.  
X-Pinch plasma conditions are more extreme. It is common for such plasmas to reach ion densities of 
 = 10u	1 and temperatures of + = 2.5	 , generating magnetic fields of the order & = 1000	+. 
Such strong magnetic fields were demonstrated to produce significant Zeeman line splitting in Lyman Alpha 
for plasma conditions such as those in Z-Pinch plasmas. However, with the inclusion of natural and more 
importantly, Doppler broadening, the significant visible Zeeman line splitting was entirely drowned out. 
Since this was caused by Doppler broadening with + = 1	 , due to the √+ dependence in (54), Doppler 
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broadening for + = 2.5	  is expected to be significantly worse for visible Zeeman line splitting. Figures 
31 and 32 show Lyman Alpha and Beta calculated for X-Pinch plasma conditions.  
 
Figure 31. Lyman Alpha lineshape (binned) for an X-Pinch Hydrogen-like Aluminium plasma of ion density 10u	1 
and temperature 2.5	 . Comparison between & = 0	+ and & = 1000	+ is shown.  
 
Figure 32. Lyman Beta lineshape (binned) for an X-Pinch Hydrogen-like Aluminium plasma of ion density 10u	1 and 
temperature 2.5	 . Comparison between & = 0	+ and & = 1000	+ is shown.  
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Again, both Lyman Alpha and Beta show no visible Zeeman line splitting. Additionally, there seems to be no 
significant visible changes to the lineshapes. Interestingly however, at such an extreme density, it is Stark 
broadening that produces the biggest impact on drowning out any visible Zeeman line splitting. Figures 33 
and 34 show Lyman Alpha and Beta in X-Pinch plasma conditions but with & = 1000	+, for Doppler 
broadening switched on and off.  
 
Figure 33. Lyman Alpha lineshape (binned) for an X-Pinch Hydrogen-like Aluminium plasma of ion density 10u	1 
and temperature 2.5	  for & = 1000	+. Comparison is with Doppler broadening switched on and off.  
 
Figure 34. Lyman Beta lineshape (binned) for an X-Pinch Hydrogen-like Aluminium plasma of ion density 10u	1 and 
temperature 2.5	  for & = 1000	+. Comparison is with Doppler broadening switched on and off.  
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Though there are changes to the lineshapes due to Doppler broadening, it is clear from figures 33 and 34 
that there is no visible Zeeman line splitting due to Stark broadening. This is expected due to the extreme 
plasma density whereby stronger perturber electric fields around the radiator ion are more probable and 
the average electric field, described by (6), is indeed significantly stronger than for a Z-Pinch plasma. The 
actual changes observed when Doppler broadening is switched on are irrelevant as they pertain to the 
overall increase in relative rates due to the convolution with the Gaussian lineshape. If we normalise the 
lineshapes, we can see that there are no actual changes with Doppler broadening switched on and off. 
These are shown on figure 35.  
 
Figure 35. Normalised Lyman Alpha (left) and Lyman Beta (right) lineshapes for X-Pinch plasma conditions of density 10u	1 and temperature 2.5	  with & = 1000	+. Comparison is between Doppler broadening switched 
on and off.  
From the results calculated for Z-Pinch and X-Pinch plasmas, there has thus far been no visible Zeeman line 
splitting in Lyman Alpha or Beta, despite the evident changes in Lyman Alpha for both cases. Increased ion 
density has led to stronger Stark broadening whereas increased ion temperature has led to stronger 
Doppler broadening. Both of these consequences are undesirable for the diagnosis of internal magnetic 
fields through Zeeman spectroscopy. It is therefore a requirement to consider plasmas of lower ion density 
and temperature if Zeeman line splitting is to be observable for magnetic fields of the orders of & = 100	+ 
and & = 1000	+. We note however that significantly stronger magnetic fields such as those present in 
white dwarfs and neutron stars could very well produce visible Zeeman line splitting despite the extreme 
plasma densities and temperatures. These are plasma condition regimes that the spectral simulation would 
be unable to calculate accurately. This is mainly because the APEX code does not include the perturbing 
effect of a magnetic field within its calculation. As was discussed in detail in section 2.1, an extremely 
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strong magnetic field will lead to severe perturbations of the electric field probability distribution around a 
radiator ion, attributed to the induced Larmor motion of perturber ions.  
4. FURTHER WORK 
Discussion of further work that could be done is presented in this section. We start by considering the 
limitations of the spectral simulation code and how the code can be expanded to integrate well with the 
GORGON code through the computation of plasma fluid elements and integration along lines-of-sight. This 
is related to more realistic plasmas with density and temperature gradients as opposed to single-density, 
single-temperature plasmas. Further to this, various experiments that can be analysed by the spectral 
simulation code are presented with consideration of ultra-strong magnetic fields. The relevance to and 
integration with the GORGON code data is also discussed. Proton radiography as another magnetic field 
diagnosis technique is also discussed and compared with that of Zeeman spectroscopy.  
4.1. Spectral Simulation Code 
As was detailed in section 3.3, Zeeman line splitting is reproducible by the spectral simulation. In the cases 
of & = 1000	+ (see figures 19 and 20) the extent of Zeeman line splitting, particularly in Lyman Alpha, was 
very evident. It is with the inclusion of natural and Doppler broadening effects however (sections 3.4 and 
3.5) that this line splitting is drowned out. These are effects that have to be included in spectral calculations 
due to their presence in plasmas. Furthermore, a spectrometer response function may be included to 
further broaden the spectral lineshapes, giving a more realistic picture of what we actually observe. At a 
particular frequency, a spectrometer response function can be generated by investigating the response of a 
particular spectrometer to a monochromatic beam of radiation such as that from a laser. The difference 
between what the spectrometer observes and a delta function can therefore be taken to be the 
spectrometer response function, within good approximation.  
The GORGON resistive MHD code (see reference [6]) is able to simulate the evolution of a plasma in three 
dimensions given certain plasma parameters such as density and temperature. The calculations within 
GORGON involve segmenting the entire plasma into small fluid elements where parallel computational 
calculations take place using a large number of processor cores, one per plasma fluid element. The 
GORGON code is widely used to analyse the evolution of plasmas in Z-Pinch, X-Pinch and laboratory 
astrophysics experiments.  
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To integrate the spectral simulation code with the GORGON code, the calculation must be similar. In reality 
a plasma, though may be optically thin, will not have a definite value of density and temperature. Instead, 
these plasma parameters are in fact gradients. To take this into account, the spectral simulation code 
would also need to segment an entire plasma into small fluid elements inside of which there is constant 
density and temperature. Throughout a line-of-sight, the code would integrate through the various plasma 
fluid elements which represent the plasma density and temperature gradients. Further integrating over a 
large number of lines-of-sight, the code would then be able to calculate lineshapes for more realistic 
plasmas.  
In this scenario, parallel computing becomes essential. Adapting the spectral simulation code to take 
advantage of multiple processor cores would be trivial however, as with the GORGON code, each processor 
core can be made to handle a single plasma fluid element. The adaptation for this computational method 
would also be fairly simple as within each plasma fluid element, the spectral simulation code would 
calculate as it does at this stage. To simulate the density and temperature gradients, the code could be 
used as a subroutine with varying density and temperature inputs. The results of these calculations can 
then be integrated.  
4.2. Analysis of Experiments 
The GORGON code does not produce spectral lineshapes. For this reason, the spectral simulation code 
cannot be directly compared with it. Instead, experiments carried out at MAGPIE produce spectral 
lineshapes on MAGPIE’s X-ray spectrometer. These experiments are also analysed through the use of 
various other optical diagnostic equipment. The GORGON code is then ran using plasma densities and 
temperatures relating to these experiments in order to reproduce the plasma’s evolution in simulation. 
When this is achieved, data from GORGON in relation to the plasma parameters can then be used in the 
spectral simulation code in order to reproduce the spectral lineshapes that we expect the plasma to 
generate. These calculated lineshapes may then be correlated with the experimental spectra. Once there is 
experimental correlation of spectra produced by the code, it may be used to generate the expected spectra 
of experiments as a test bed for the analysis of magnetic fields present within.  
In section 1.2, Z-Pinch plasmas were discussed. In particular, it was mentioned that in MAGPIE, Z-Pinch 
plasma experiments can involve the generation of plasma jets up the central axis as a laboratory version of 
astrophysical jets (see reference [28]). These experiments provide an important experimental basis for 
astrophysical theory as these laboratory jets are scaled down versions of their natural, astrophysical 
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counterparts. The magnetic fields in these jets are expected to be small but are largely unknown. These 
plasma jets also have a relatively low density. Analysis of the magnetic fields within these plasma jet 
experiments could be an implementation of the spectral simulation code as it is important to know these 
magnetic fields in order to fully understand and be able to fine-tune the dynamics of these jets.  
A further use for the spectral simulation code could be the analysis of radial wire array implosion 
experiments. In these experiments, the wire array is set up radially and a fast-rising current is passed 
through them (see reference [28]). As the wires vapourise they create a plasma. The strong magnetic fields 
push the plasma radially and axially outward (this generates the jet up the central axis). As the background 
plasma is pushed radially outward, a magnetic cavity forms below it, which can be seen to look as a solar 
coronal loop. The pressure from the toroidal magnetic field within the magnetic cavity not only expands 
plasma but also compresses the plasma within the central axis (generating the jet). This leads to very high 
densities and is a very efficient X-ray source. In general, the plasma densities in radial wire array plasmas 
are very high. The magnetic fields are also very strong due to the high level of compression along the 
central axis. Knowledge of these magnetic fields is also crucial to understanding the role they play in these 
plasmas.  
In comparison, the plasma jets generated by Z-pinch wire arrays have low densities and weak magnetic 
fields whereas the plasma jets generated by radial wire arrays have high densities and strong magnetic 
fields. Analysis of these two experiments provides a range of parameters with which to test the spectral 
simulation code and impose relevant constraints. As Aluminium is a common material that is put into these 
plasmas experimentally, it is an appropriate test bed for use in the spectral simulation code. In particular, 
Hydrogen-like Aluminium may be used as it provides a fairly simple model of the atomic energy levels and 
in general, can be produced in these plasmas. Materials of significantly larger atomic numbers (such as 
Tungsten) may require the modelling of Helium-like atoms as they may not be ionised as much as materials 
of relatively low atomic numbers (such as Aluminium). A further consideration is that for ultra-strong 
magnetic fields, the Larmor precession induced would be a very significant perturbation to the distribution 
of ions and electrons throughout the plasma due to a strong dynamic Stark effect. This was detailed in 
section 2.1 and consideration of magnetic fields of this magnitude would require extensive changes to the 
spectral simulation code. In this scenario, APEX cannot be used and due to there being no analytical 
solution to the problem, a molecular dynamics numerical calculation (see reference [19]) would have to be 
included in the process of spectral calculation. This would effectively correspond to the calculation of the 
probability distribution of electric fields around the radiator ion.  
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It is worth noting that more recently, proton radiography is used as a diagnostic tool in plasmas. In this 
technique, laser-driven proton beams are fired into plasmas. As the protons traverse through the plasma, 
due to their charge they are influenced by fields, which deflect their path. The extent of the proton 
transverse deflections can then be used as a diagnosis for the fields present within the plasma. This 
technique however cannot distinguish between electric and magnetic fields as both perturb the protons. 
The fields must also be aligned transverse to the protons’ paths and be fairly strong in order to cause 
significant perturbation for adequate deflection (see reference [29]). This makes plasma magnetic field 
diagnosis through proton radiography a convoluted process. In comparison, Zeeman spectroscopy, 
providing there is visible Zeeman line splitting (as on figures 19 and 20), is a clean process in that the 
splitting observed is due to the Zeeman effect (which in itself is due to the magnetic fields within the 
plasma). Spectroscopy is also a non-invasive diagnostic.  
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APPENDIX A 
Ø = Ù, Ú, Û atomic energy states 
Ø ¥ Ü# State Configuration 1 |Ü,ÜÕ State Configuration 2 |Ü,ÜÕ 
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Table A1. Table of all atomic energy states for  = 1, 2, 3. The linear combination of  and 6 lead to ¢  as on (53). 
Depending on the allowed values  (due to the state’s value of ), there can be two combinations of  and 6 that lead to the same value of ¢  (there can only be one or two for  = 1, 2, 3). When this is the case, 
both state configurations are shown, otherwise just the one is shown.  
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APPENDIX B 
Clebsch-Gordan coefficients for  = Ù,  = ÙÚ for atomic state Î¥,Ü#Ï 
























1      
+1 -12 
 1 3⁄  2 3⁄     
0 +12 
 2 3⁄  -1 3⁄     
0 -12 
   2 3⁄  1 3⁄   
-1 +12 
   1 3⁄  -2 3⁄   
-1 -12 
     1 
Table A2.  Table of Clebsch-Gordan coefficients for states where  = 1. See reference [26]. 
 
Clebsch-Gordan coefficients for  = Ú,  = ÙÚ for atomic state Î¥,Ü#Ï 
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+2 -12 
 1 5⁄  4 5⁄         
+1 +12 
 4 5⁄  -1 5⁄         
+1 -12 
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0 +12 
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-1 -12 
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-2 +12 
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-2 -12 
         1 
Table A3.  Table of Clebsch-Gordan coefficients for states where  = 2. See reference [26]. 
